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S UPPLEMENTARY F IGURES

1

Figure S1: Per tile-parallelization allows map-reduce implementation of GAM. (a) Read
count (black dots, capped at ≥ 7) and predicted rates (orange, blue, green, and yellow transparent lines) for four successive tiles (lower track). Vertical dashed lines denote the junction
points (b) Distribution of the relative error (difference over mean) at the junction point of two
neighbor tiles, for an overhang of 8 basis functions. (c) Computing time in seconds (y-axis
in log scale) versus region length in bp (x-axis) for a standard GAM (orange), GenoGAM
on a single core (blue), and GenoGAM on four cores (green). Tiles were 2,400 bp long and
contained 100 basis functions each.

2

Figure S2: Significant genes on permuted data. Proportion number of called genes on
permuted data (false positives) at nominal p-value 0.05 (red dashed line).

3

Figure S3: Segmented gene heatmap: DESeq2 and MMDiff2 Read count ratio of all 6607
genes (y-axis) centered on the TSS. The genes are segmented into four groups: Significant
genes called only by the competitor method, called by competitor method and GenoGAM,
only GenoGAM and neither of both (top to bottom). Within each segment the genes are
ordered by p-value (top is the lowest and bottom the highest) of the respective method or in
case of both methods present: GenoGAM. (a) For competitor method DESeq2. The number
of the respective genes is stated in brackets. All DESeq2 genes are a subset of GenoGAM
genes. (b) For competitor method MMDiff2. The number of the respective genes is stated in
brackets. Both methods seem to agree on the visually most significant genes (clear depletion
around TSS and increase in the gene body)

4

Figure S4:

Segmented gene heatmap: THOR and PePr Read count ratio of all 6607

genes (y-axis) centered on the TSS. The genes are segmented into four groups: Significant
genes called only by the competitor method, called by competitor method and GenoGAM,
only GenoGAM and neither of both (top to bottom). Within each segment the genes are
ordered by p-value (top is the lowest and bottom the highest) of the respective method or in
case of both methods present: GenoGAM. (a) For competitor method THOR. The number
of the respective genes is stated in brackets. Whereas many common called genes seem
to be visually valid, THOR misses a large number of strongly differentially bound genes,
while calling some with a weaker signal (b) For competitor method PePr. The number of
the respective genes is stated in brackets. Whereas many common called genes seem to
be visually valid, PePr misses a large number of strongly differentially bound genes, while
calling some with a weaker signal.

5

Figure S5: Segmented gene heatmap: diffReps Read count ratio of all 6607 genes (yaxis) centered on the TSS. The genes are segmented into four groups: Significant genes
called only by the competitor method, called by competitor method and GenoGAM, only
GenoGAM and neither of both (top to bottom). Within each segment the genes are ordered
by p-value (top is the lowest and bottom the highest) of the respective method or in case of
6
both methods present: GenoGAM. The number of the respective genes is stated in brackets.
Whereas many common called genes seem to be visually valid, they seem nonetheless to be
less differentially bound then a large number of genes called by GenoGAM. The number of
genes called by diffReps alone seem to reflect this even more.

Figure S6: Gene expression Boxplots of gene expression levels by method split into the
two classes of significant and non-significant genes. The significant genes are the ones with
FDR ¡ 0.1 (GenoGAM, DESeq2, MMDiff2, csaw) or the respectively called genes by the
specified cutoff (THOR, PePr, diffReps). All other genes are regarded as not significant. For
each of those two groups a boxplot of gene expression levels is shown. It can be clearly seen
(with the exception of MMDiff2) that significant genes (green) seems to be associated with
higher gene expression levels.

7

Figure S7: ROC curves Further ROC curves as in Figure 3b with quantile cutoffs of 0.2
(top left), 0.25 (top right), 0.3 (bottom left) and 0.35 (bottom right). In all plots GenoGAM
shows consistently a higher TPR while maintaining a lower FPR.

8

Figure S8: Peak calling. (a) Fit of protein log-occupancy fprotein (x) (top), its first derivative
0
00
fprotein
(x) (middle) and its second derivative fprotein
(x) (bottom). Same data as in Figure 1b,

but extended a little further. (b) Illustration of the z-score computing procedure.
16

Calling peak summits

17

Because analytical derivatives of P-splines are available, identifying peak summits of the

18

0
protein occupancy fprotein is straightforward by extracting local maxima where fprotein
(x) = 0

19

00
and fprotein
(x) < 0 (Supplementary Methods, Fig. S8). To assess statistical significance of

20

the peak heights, we introduced an empirical z-score that contrasts the estimate of the log-

21

occupancy µ at the peak to a robust estimate of background log-occupancy level µ0 , taking

22

both background level variance σ02 and uncertainty of peak height σ 2 into account:

9

Figure S9: GenoGAM identifies protein binding sites with similar accuracy to stateof-the-art peak callers. (a) Boxplot of distances between significant peaks (FDR< 0.1,
Supplementary Methods) and TATA box for the yeast TFIIB dataset (Supplementary Methods) for GenoGAM (orange), MACS (green) and JAMM (blue) and ZINBA (yellow). (b)
Proportion of TFIIB peaks (y-axis) within 30 bp of a TATA box for GenoGAM (orange),
MACS (green), JAMM (blue) and ZINBA (yellow) versus number of selected peaks when
ordered by decreasing score (x-axis). For each method transparent colors indicate peaks that
the method considers not significant (FDR> 0.1, Supplementary Methods). (c) Proportion
of significant peaks within 30 bp of motif center and 95% bootstrap confidence interval (error bars, Methods) for all six ENCODE transcription factors (CEBPB, CTCF, USF1, MAX,
PAX5, YY1) on chromosome 22 and for the yeast TFIIB dataset.

10

Figure S10: Peak positions are better captured with maximal fold change than with
maximal significance. (a) Example region in yeast with input (black dots), IP (blue dots)
and the smooth function IP over input with 95% confidence interval (green line) showing a
correctly identified peak by GenoGAM (orange vertical dashed line) and an incorrect identified by MACS (green vertical dashed line), due to enrichment in input. (b) Scatterplot of the
sum of counts (input + IP) vs ratio of counts (input/IP) for GenoGAM divided by MACS on
all mutually called TATA box positions. The red dot denotes the example region shown in
(a)

11

µ − µ0
z=p
.
σ 2 + σ02

(1)

23

In order to obtain borders it is possible to use the pointwise z-score around peak sum-

24

mits with the respective cutoff. However, this is not advisable, since peak width depends

25

on ChIP fragment size. A fixed distance around the summit (e.gg +/-200 bp) can be as

26

justifiable. Regarding significance, a practical approach to model the null distribution of

27

peak scores is to assume that false positive peaks arise from symmetric fluctuations of the

28

background and thus distribute similarly to local minima, or peaks found when inverting

29

the role of input and IP 1 . We therefore estimated the false discovery rate using the z-score

30

distributions of the local minima (Supplementary Methods).

31

We first compared the performance of GenoGAM, MACS 1 , JAMM

2

and ZINBA

3

32

in identifying binding sites of TFIIB in an in-house dataset of S.cerevisiae version 2 (sac-

33

Cer2). For about 20% of yeast promoters, recruitment of TFIIB is triggered by the well-

34

characterized DNA element TATA-box, providing at these promoters a ground truth for a

35

TFIIB occupancy peak 4 . We mapped 1,105 TATA-boxes genome-wide by regular expres-

36

sion of a consensus motif (Supplementary Methods) and considered 1 kb regions centered

37

on TATA-boxes for benchmarking. In these regions, significant peak summits (FDR < 0.1)

38

from GenoGAM were substantially closer to TATA-boxes than those of alternative methods

39

(median absolute distance 58 bp, third quartile 144 bp for GenoGAM versus 152 and 247

40

bp for MACS, 82 and 174 bp for JAMM, and 155 and 237 bp for ZINBA, respectively Fig.

41

S9a). Moreover, the proportion of peak summits within 30 bp of a TATA-box center was

42

twice as high as for any other method independently of the number of reported peaks (Fig.

43

S9b), showing that the improvement was robust to the score threshold.
12

44

Next we investigated the reason for the drastic differences observed in the yeast TFIIB

45

dataset between GenoGAM and the other methods. The TATA-box region of IDH2 illustrates

46

the issue (Fig. S10a). The peaks reported by GenoGAM are positions with maximal a

47

posteriori estimate of IP over input fold-changes. In contrast, MACS and JAMM report

48

positions with maximal statistical significance 1, 2 . Because statistical significance increases

49

with both effect size and sample size, this leads to peak calls biased toward positions with

50

high total counts in IP and input (Fig. S10a). Across all 644 TATA-box regions at which

51

both GenoGAM and MACS identify a peak, total counts within 50 bp of peak positions were

52

higher for MACS, but count ratios were higher for GenoGAM (Fig. S10b), generalizing

53

the observations made for IDH2. The yeast TFIIB dataset was sequenced at a much higher

54

coverage than the ENCODE dataset (0.9 unique fragments per base in average versus less

55

than 0.03 unique fragments per base in average), leading to stronger discrepancies between

56

significance and robust fold-changes. As sequencing depth is expected to increase in the near

57

future, we anticipate that robust fold-change estimates as provided by GenoGAM will be a

58

more sustainable criterion than mere significance for calling peak positions.

59

Additionally similar benchmark was performed (Supplementary Methods) on the hu5

60

man chromosome 22 for 6 transcription factors of the ENCODE project

61

representative of accuracies in predicting ChIP-Seq peak positions from sequence motifs

62

(CEBPB, CTCF, MAX, USF1, PAX5, and YY1). Scaling up from the small genome of

63

S.cerevisiae to the large genome of human proved to be difficult for the current implemen-

64

tation of GenoGAM, due to memory consumption and long runtime. The smallest chromo-

65

some (chr22) was therefore selected for a benchmark to assess performance under low read

66

coverage on real data.

67

selected to be
6

On these data, GenoGAM performance was comparable to the other methods (95%
13

68

boostrap confidence intervals, Fig. S9c for significant peaks, and Supplementary Fig. S11

69

for distance distributions, Supplementary Fig. S12 for all cutoffs). Hence, improvement

70

comparable to the TFIIB benchmark could not have been repeated, but nonetheless shown

71

to be as performant as dedicated tools. Although benchmark on yeast suggest favourable

72

performance, benchmark on human data is of more practical value. Therefore, due to the

73

small size of the chromosome, conclusions regarding peak calling performance on a whole

74

human genome as well as peak calling in general should be considered with care. Since

75

human data comes with a different set of problems, deeper investigation is needed to scale

76

GenoGAM to a larger genome.

14

Figure S11:

Distances to motif center for ENCODE data. As in Figure S9a for the

ENCODE transcription factors CEBPP (a), CTCF(b), USF1 (c), MAX (d), PAX5 (e), and
YY1 (f).

15

Figure S12: Proportion of peaks for ENCODE data. As in Figure S9b for the ENCODE
transcription factors CEBPP (a), CTCF(b), USF1 (c), MAX (d), PAX5 (e), and YY1 (f).
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S UPPLEMENTARY M ETHODS

78

Peak calling

79

GenoGAM-based peak calling and z-score

80

Values of first and second derivatives of fitted smooth functions were obtained by multiply-

81

ing the estimated coefficients with the corresponding derivatives of the B-splines as obtained

82

from the spline.des function of the R package splineDesign. Local extrema (at base pair

83

resolution) were identified as positions at which the sign of the first derivative differed from

84

the one of the preceding position. For the z-score (equation 1), µ0 is the global background

85

mean and σ02 is the global background variance of f (x). In order to account only for the

86

background without potential peaks, µ0 was estimated as the shorth from the Bioconductor

87

genefilter package for all f (xi ), i = 1, . . . , n (midpoint of the shortest interval con-

88

taining half of the data) of all fitted values. The fitted values smaller than the shorth were

89

mirrored on it, such that a symmetric density was created that excludes the values larger than

90

the shorth, in particular those high values representing peaks. The variance of this newly

91

created distribution was then estimated in a robust fashion by the median absolute deviation

92

(MAD) giving σ02 (Supplementary Fig. S8).

93

False Discovery Rate for GenoGAM peaks

94

To estimate false discovery rates (FDR), peaks were called on −fprotein . Their z-scores were

95

obtained by recomputing µ0 and σ0 and applying the same formula. The FDR for a given

17

|Vz |
,
|Pz |

96

minimum z-score z was estimated by

where Pz and Vz are the sets of peaks and valleys,

97

respectively, with a z-score greater than or equal to z.

98

Yeast TFIIB dataset

99

ChIP-Seq for TFIIB was performed essentially as described previously

7

with a few mod-

100

ifications. Briefly, 600 ml BY 4741 S. cerevisiae culture with C-terminally TAP-tagged

101

TFIIB (Open Biosystems) was used. Immunoprecipitation was performed with 75 µl of IgG

102

SepharoseTM 6 Fast Flow beads (GE Healthcare) for 3 hours at 4◦ C on a turning wheel. 30

103

µl of Input sample was taken before immunoprecipitation and stored at 4◦ C. IP and Input

104

samples were reverse cross-linking for 2 hours with Proteinase K at 65◦ C and purified us-

105

ing Quiagen MinElute Kit. Samples were digested with 2.5 µl RNase A/T1 Mix (2 mg/ml

106

RNase A, 5000 U/ml RNase T1; Fermentas) at 37◦ C for 1 h, purified and eluted in 50 µl

107

H2O. ChIP-Seq libraries were prepared using NEB Next library preparation kit following

108

manufacturer’s instructions using the complete 50 µl as input. 2 µl of 1.7 µM adapters con-

109

taining a GGAT barcode and 2 µl of a 0.25 µM adapter containing a CACT barcode were

110

used for ligation with Input and IP samples, respectively. The final library was amplified

111

for 22 cycles using Phusion Polymerase and purified using Agencourt Magnetic beads. 36

112

bp single end sequencing was performed on an Illumina GAIIX sequencer at the LAFUGA

113

core facility of the Gene Center, Munich. Single-end 36 base reads and 4 base reads of bar-

114

codes were obtained and processed using the Galaxy platform 8 . Reads were demultiplexed,

115

quality-trimmed (Fastq Quality Filter), and mapped with Bowtie 0.12.7

116

genome assembly (Bowtie options: -q -p 4 -S –sam-nohead -phred33-quals). ChIP-Seq data

117

are available at Array Express under the accession number E-MTAB-4175.

18

9

to the SacCer2

118

TATA box mapping

119

Promoter TATA boxes where defined as instances of the motif TATAWAWR 4 at most 200

120

bp 5’ and 50 bp 3’ of one of the 7,272 transcript 5’-ends reported by Xu et al.

121

ENCODE transcription factors

122

Alignment files (BAM files, aligned for the human genome assembly hg19) for ChIP-Seq

123

data for the transcription factors CEBPB, CTCF, MAX, USF1, PAX5, and YY1 were ob-

124

tained from the ENCODE website www.encodeproject.org. All these datasets con-

125

tained two biological replicates for the protein samples and at least one input sample. How-

126

ever, the library sizes of the input samples were so small that including them resulted in

127

higher uncertainty about the peaks, for our approach and for alternative approaches. We

128

therefore conducted the analyses without correction for input.

10

.

For each transcription factor the dataset was modeled separately. Each one consisted
of IPs with replicates. The following GenoGAM model was used:
yi ∼ NB(µi , θ)
log(µi ) = log(sji ) + fprotein (xi ),
129

where the offsets log(sji ) are log-size factors computed to control for sequencing depth vari-

130

ation between replicates. Further parameter details are given in Supplementary Table S1.
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131

Transcription factor motif mapping

132

Motif occurrences in the genome were determined by FIMO 11 using default threshold 10−4

133

with position weight matrices (PWMs) from the JASPAR 2014 database 12 with the following

134

IDs: CEBPB: MA0466.1, CTCF: MA0139.1, MAX: MA0058.1, PAX5: MA0014.2, USF1:

135

MA0093.2, YY1: MA0095.2

136

Benchmarking

137

In order to compute distances from peaks to motifs, peak summits and motif centers were

138

used. Only peaks with summits within 500 bp of a motif border (left or right) were con-

139

sidered. Of these peaks, those within 30bp of the motif center were regarded as correctly

140

identified.

141

The version 2 of the MACS software, MACS2, was run with the default parameters

142

and the additional flag call-summits. In case of TFIIB, the nomodel parameter was used to

143

avoid building the shifting model. This was necessary since the default values for mfold were

144

too high and resulted in worse performance if reduced, compared to absence of a model.

145

JAMM was run with default values and peak calling mode (-m) set to narrow assuming

146

a three component mixture model for background, enriched regions and tails of enriched

147

regions. Although JAMM computes a score to rank peaks it does not provide a method

148

to define a threshold for a given FDR or significance. Nevertheless, JAMM applies some

149

filtering on the complete list of peaks to output a filtered list. Instead of using this filtered

150

output directly, we used the complete, sorted (by score) peak list and took the top N results
20

151

where N is the number of peaks in the filtered output. This improved the performance of

152

JAMM in some cases (and left unchanged in others). For analysis, where a cutoff for JAMM

153

was still needed we used the same number of peaks that MACS reported.

154

For ZINBA, the mappability score was generated (generateAlignability) with the map-

155

pability files for 36 bp reads, taken from the ZINBA website https://code.google.

156

com/p/zinba/. The average fragment length (extension) was specified at 190 bp, win-

157

dow size (winSize) at 250 and offset (offset) at 125. The FDR threshold was set to 0.1 and

158

window gap to 0. Peaks were refined (default) and model selection was activated. The

159

complete model was used (selecttype = ”complete”), input was included as a covariate (se-

160

lectcovs = ”input count”) and interactions were allowed. The chromosome used to build

161

the model was selected randomly to be ”chrXVI” (selectchr). The parameter “method” was

162

set method = ”mixture”. During application to human chromosome 22, ZINBA was very

163

unstable resulting in errors. It was therefore excluded from analysis on human data, but kept

164

for yeast.

165

Differential binding

166

Data processing

167

Raw sequencing files (H3K4ME3 Full length Set1 Rep 1.fastq,

168

H3K4ME3 Full length Set1 Rep 2.fastq,

169

H3K4ME3 aa762-1080 Set1 Rep 1.fastq, and

170

H3K4ME3 aa762-1080 Set1 Rep 2.fastq) were obtained from the Sequence Read Archive

21

171

(SRA) repository (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra). These were paired-end

172

reads. Reads were aligned to the SacCer3 build of the S. cerevisiae genome with the STAR

173

aligner 13 (version 2.4.0, default parameters). Reads with ambiguous mapping were removed

174

using samtools

175

cerevisiae genome annotation R64.1.1, restricting gff file entries of type ”gene”.

176

Benchmarking

177

The R/Bioconductor packages DESeq2 15 , MMDiff2 16 , and csaw17 were applied on orig-

178

inal read data and on the base-level permuted dataset, for all genes. The log-size factors

179

were set 0 for all methods when applied to the permuted datasets. While DESeq2 allows

180

for a count matrix as direct input, it was run our permuted dataset. MMDiff2 and csaw

181

on the other hand have their own read in functions in order to generate their initial object.

182

Permutation of data was then performed within this object. (Fig. S2)

14

(version 1.2 option -q 255). Gene boundaries were obtained from the S.

183

On the original dataset DESeq2 was applied with default parameters. MMDiff2 was

184

applied with a bin length of 20 bp, the center positions of the fragment and the Maximum

185

Mean Discrepancy (MMD) histogram distance. The csaw method was applied with window

186

size of 150 bp and otherwise default parameters. The window size was determined through

187

a grid search (see Figure 2C), choosing the window size with the most significant genes. In

188

particular, csaw uses a different procedure to estimate normalization factors than DESeq2.

189

We used the default one as it was in favor of csaw for returning more significant genes. For

190

THOR 18 , PePr 19 and diffReps 20 permutation of the data was not possible, as they directly

191

operate from BAM files and don’t allow for easy interference in contrast to the above meth-

192

ods, which are implemented as an R package. Moreover all three methods do not allow for
22

193

an input of fixed regions, although THOR provides functionality to restrict the search to a set

194

of pre-defined regions, which however yield worse results. We therefore called differential

195

binding sites and then overlapped them with the gene coordinates. Any overlap was counted

196

as a positive call and thus the gene was assigned the respective significance value (the lowest

197

if multiple overlaps were present). An alternative approach of using pre-filtered BAM/BED

198

files as input yielded worse results. THOR was applied without any optional fields, that is

199

without GC-correction and input and otherwise default settings (binsize = 100, stepsize =

200

50 and p-value cutoff = 0.1). PePr was applied with default parameters, that is an empirical

201

estimation off fragment size and window size, a p-value cutoff of 10−5 and the inter-sample

202

normalization method. For diffReps also default parameters were used: window size 1000bp,

203

step size 100bp and p-value cutoff of 0.0001.

204

Methylation data

205

We obtained the data in text table format from Smallwood et al.

206

sion Omnibus (GEO) repository http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds. The data

207

provided, was one record per CpG site, with the number of methylated and unmethylated

208

fragments at the respective site. We used a Python script to bin this data into bins of 3,000

209

bp width every 600 bp, as was done in the original paper.

23
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from the Gene Expres-

210

S UPPLEMENTARY TABLES
TFIIB

ENCODE TFs

Differential binding

DNA methylation

SacCer2

hg19

SacCer3

mouse build NCBI37

Single/paired end

single end

single end

single end

paired end

Knot spacing (bp)

25

25

20

2000

Tile size (knots)

100

100

130

60

8

8

15

not applicable

none

1000

all

not applicable

Tiles for CV

40

40

20

not applicable

CV intervals

20

400

200

not applicable

Genome

Overhang size (knots)
211

Tiles for size factors

Table S1:Parameter settings. The table shows all further parameter settings that were used
to perform the analyses. The datasets are indicated in bold in the first row. As analysis on
DNA methylation data was only performed as a proof of concept on one tile, some options
are not applicable.
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